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Electromagnetic effects on plasma microturbulence and transport
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Results are presented from three-dimensional kinetic-fluid simulations of pressure gradient driven
microturbulence in toroidal long mean-free-path plasmas. A numerically efficient model which
includes self-consistent magnetic fluctuations and nonadiabatic electron dynamics is employed. A
transition from electrostatic ion-drift turbulence to Alfve´nic turbulence is seen at modest values of
the plasma pressure. Significant electromagnetic effects on heat conductivity are observed,
including an increase as the ideal ballooning threshold is approached, particularly when electron
Landau damping is included. Turbulent spectra show a number of similarities to experimental
fluctuation measurements. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1342029#
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I. INTRODUCTION

A quantitative physical understanding of turbulent tran
port in magnetized plasmas is crucial to the analysis
present experiments and the design of future fusion devi
Therefore, substantial effort has been invested in the de
opment of increasingly realistic numerical simulations
plasma turbulence in the hot interior of fusion releva
plasmas.1–7 These simulations employ analytic techniqu
which reduce the dimensionality of the phase space,
which remove many of the widely disparate spatial and te
poral physical scales characteristic of magnetized, collisi
less plasma.8–12 Past simulations have led to rapidly expan
ing understanding of plasma turbulence and transp
though limitations remain. In past three-dimensional~3D!
ion temperature gradient~ITG! microturbulence simulations
for the core~in the long mean-free-path regime!, fluctuations
have often been assumed to be purely electrostatic. Howe
magnetic fluctuations are well known to both alter the d
namics of primarily electrostatic instabilities such as the IT
mode,13–17 and introduce electromagnetic instabilities su
as the kinetic ballooning mode~KBM !,18–23 the kinetic ana-
log of the ideal ballooning mode. Furthermore, the elect
static approximation requires not only that the ratio
plasma to magnetic pressure (b) be small, but also thatb be
far below the ideal magnetohydrodynamic~MHD! critical bc

for linear instability.17 Hence this approximation can be e
pected to break down both in the interior of a highb plasma,
and in any region where pressure gradients are sharp en
to push the plasma close to ideal instability, as often occ
in core transport barriers and in the edge region.

Interesting fluid simulations of the collisional outer ed
region have demonstrated that self-consistent magnetic
tuations are critical for prediction of edge transport~see Refs.
24–27 and references therein for a more complete discus
of recent work in this area!. This, along with the likelihood
that an attractive fusion device would have both high inter

a!Electronic mail: snyder@fusion.gat.com
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b and interior transport barriers, strongly motivates the
velopment of a practical model for core turbulence includi
magnetic fluctuations. In the hot plasma core, the collisio
fluid methods often used in the edge region are not stri
valid ~though they have been useful for giving insight a
guiding other research!. Furthermore, the wide separation b
tween the fast electron transit timescale and the slower
drift and Alfvénic turbulence timescales makes direct sim
lation via kinetic, gyrokinetic, or gyrofluid methods cha
lenging. Most previous core nonlinear 3D simulations w
detailed ion dynamics~such as needed to get ITG modes a
Landau damping accurately! have assumed electrostat
fields and adiabatic passing electrons in order to avoid
plicitly treating electron dynamics along the field. Electr
magnetic simulations must include passing electron dyn
ics along the field because electrons carry the domin
current perturbations which drive magnetic fluctuation
Here we develop a method which employs an expansion
the electron to ion mass ratio, allowing for practical simu
tions of core turbulence including self-consistent electrom
netic fluctuations and nonadiabatic passing electron dyn
ics.

II. PHYSICS MODEL

The electromagnetic electron Landau fluid and ion g
rofluid model employed is derived and described in detai
Refs. 28 and 29, and will only be briefly summarized her

Electron equations are derived by taking velocity spa
moments of the drift kinetic equation. We wish to study tu
bulence on ion drift and shear Alfve´n wave scales, and there
fore impose the following ordering:

k'
21;r i;

c

vpi
@re ,

c

vpe
, ~1!

wherek' is a typical wave number perpendicular to the ma
netic field,r is the gyroradius,vp is the plasma frequency
and the subscriptsi and e refer to ions or electrons. The
fluctuation frequency (v) is ordered as follows:
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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v;kiv t i;v* ;vDi ,e;kics;kivA!kiv te;vETG, ~2!

wherev t5AT0 /m is the thermal speed,vD is the combined
curvature and“B drift frequency,cs is the sound speed
vA5B/A4pn0mi is the Alfvén speed, and the subscript
designates the equilibrium value. We definevETG to be a
frequency characteristic of the electron temperature grad
~ETG! mode. These short wavelength modes typically ha
ku;1/re , and hencevETG;Ami /me v* , wherev* is the
diamagnetic frequency taken withkur i;1. The separation o
scales between the Alfve´n frequency and the electron trans
frequency~and equivalently betweenr i and the electron skin
depth! requires be@2me /mi . This condition, along with
v* !kiv te , is typically well satisfied in the core of a fusio
relevant plasma, but may be violated in the outer edge
gion.

The above ordering is implemented by takingb to be
O(1), andexpanding in the electron to ion mass ratio. W
neglectdBi perturbations, which may be important forb
*10%, although a straightforward extension of the pres
model could be developed. Retaining the lowest order te
and those that are smaller byO(Ame /mi), leads to the nor-
malized electron continuity and momentum equations,

]ne

]t
1vE•“n1B“̃ i

uie

B
2 iv* f

12ivdFf2
ne

t
2Te

(0)2
Te'

(1)

2
2

Tei
(1)

2 G50, ~3!

]Ai

]t
1“̃ iFf2

ne

t
2Te

(0)2Tei
(1)G2~11he!

iv* Ai

t
5Cei . ~4!

Here vE is the E 3 B drift velocity, B5Bb̂ is the equilib-
rium magnetic field,t5Ti0 /Te0 , and h i ,e is the ratio of
equilibrium density to temperature scale lengths (h i ,e

5Ln /LTi ,e
). We define the gradient operator along the to

magnetic field“̃ i8b̂•“2b̂3“Ai•“, the diamagnetic op-
erator iv* 82(r iv t i /n0)“n0•b̂3“, and the“B and cur-
vature drift operatorivd8(r iv t i /B2) B3“B•“. The fluc-
tuating electron density (ne), parallel fluid velocity (uie),
temperature (Te), electrostatic potential (f), and parallel
magnetic potential (Ai) are normalized as follows:

~ne ,uie ,Te ,f,Ai!5
Ln

r i
S ñe

n0
,
ũe

v t i
,

T̃e

T0i
,
ef̃

T0i
,

Ãi

r iB
D , ~5!

where a tilde denotes the unnormalized fluctuating qua
ties. The operators are made dimensionless by normaliza
to the electron density scale length (Ln) andv t i .

The lowest order fluctuating electron temperatureTe
(0) is

extracted via numerical inversion of the isothermal condit
along the field line,“̃ i@Te

(0)1T0e#5“̃ iTe
(0)2heiv* Ai50,

which arises from the dominant terms in the higher mom
equations. It is assumed that any fluctuating component oTe

which is constant on a field line does not contribute sign
cantly to thevdTe term in Eq.~3!. The next order correction
to the temperature,Tei

(1) andTe'
(1) , can also be extracted from

the full set of electron moment equations, closed with
appropriate toroidal Landau closure such as that in Ref. 3
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this work, only the parallel Landau damping correction in t
momentum equation,“̃ iTei

(1)→Ap/2Ame /mi ukiuuie is kept.
The Landau damping term is written in Fourier space
conciseness; it becomes a convolution integral in real sp
Neglecting this electron Landau damping term~formally tak-
ing me /mi→0) leads to a model which is isothermal alon
the field. Numerical simulations are carried out both w
and without this term. Electron-ion collisions are modeled

the simple operatorCei5 n̂ei(uie2ui i).
This electron model is both relatively simple and prac

cal for implementation in numerical simulations, as it intr
duces neither the short timescales associated with elec
free streaming along the field, nor the small spatial sca
associated with the electron gyroradius and skin depth. F
thermore, the model represents a significant improvem
over the adiabatic passing electron response used in m
past simulations. In addition to finite-b effects and Alfve´n
wave dynamics, the model incorporates electronE3B, cur-
vature and“B drift motion, as well as linear electron Lan
dau damping and the dominantE 3 B and magnetic flutter
nonlinearities. The model is intended to describe only
untrapped electron distribution, and it treats the variation
uBu along the field as a small perturbation (“ i ln B
;Ame /mi). Coupling to an appropriate trapped electr
model is an important direction for future work.

It will be useful to benchmark results using this electr
Landau closure with recently developed, fully kinetic ele
tromagnetic turbulence simulations,7 which may soon be run
for the core plasma parameters we consider here. Impro
versions of the electron Landau damping model~such as
including an integral convolution representation to evalu
the ukiu operator along perturbed field lines30! could eventu-
ally be tried. In the present form, the full electron model c
be viewed as an extension of the work of Kadomtsev a
Pogutse31 to incorporate toroidal drifts, parallel ion flow, an
an improved Landau damping model which phase mixeE
3B driven perturbations.12 This electron Landau dampin
model looks similar to an enhanced resistivity, with an e
hancement factor ofukiuv te /nei;102 for typical core toka-
mak parameters. The range of resonant electron veloc
Dv i;v/ki!v te is fairly small in the core, and one migh
worry about nonlinear particle trapping causing electr
Landau damping to turn off. However, even a small amo
of collisions can be important for such narrow resonanc
The rate of scattering out of the resonant region
neive

2/(Dv i)
2, and for a wide range of core parameters this

large compared to relevant linear or nonlinear rates e
thoughnei is small. While one would thus expect linear La
dau damping to hold, nonlinear kinetic effects can be sub
and comparisons between the results presented here and
kinetic calculations including collisions will be interestin
future work.

Ion dynamics are described by an electromagnetic gy
luid model, though a direct gyrokinetic method could be su
stituted~an approach which is being explored by Chen a
Parker32!. The ion equations are derived by taking six m
ments of the electromagnetic gyrokinetic equation9,11,33 and
employing Landau closure models. Landau closures h
license or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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been developed over time for various limits.12,34,35,3,4Here
we use the Landau closures of Ref. 3, and are currently
vestigating recent neoclassical improvements1 for the elec-
tromagnetic case.@The simulations reported here employ t
large aspect ratio limit (r /R→0) in which neoclassical ef
fects vanish.# The resulting ion equations, given in Refs. 2
and 29, are similar to Refs. 3 and 4, with the addition
magnetic induction terms and with¹ i→“̃ i5b̂•“2b̂
3“Ai•“ to include linear and nonlinear magnetic flutt
effects. The gyrokinetic Poisson equation and Ampere’s L
close the system.8,10,11,33,36

III. BENCHMARKS

The complete electron and ion ‘‘gyrofluid’’ model i
benchmarked against linear gyrokinetic theory, as a chec
both the accuracy of the gyrofluid physics model and
numerical implementation in toroidal geometry. Figure
shows a comparison of linear growth rate (g) and frequency
(v) spectra of the ITG mode with theGS2 kinetic code,37

using the parametersh i5he55, R/Ln53, s51, q52,
me /mi50, andt51, wheres is the magnetic shear andq is
the safety factor. Trapped electrons, not included in
model, are neglected in the benchmark by setting the inv
aspect ratio (r /R) to zero. The comparison is undertaken
three values ofb50%,0.4%,0.6%, with the gyrofluid mode
successfully reproducing the substantial finite-b stabilization
of the ITG mode which occurs below the ideal MHDb limit
~0.7% in this case!.

The gyrofluid model also reproduces the correct lin
behavior of the kinetic ballooning mode~KBM !, an instabil-
ity in the shear Alfve´n branch of the dispersion relatio
driven by the pressure gradient and kinetic effects. Figur
shows comparisons with kinetic theory,22 with R/Ln54, s
51, q52, t51, andkur i50.5. Figure 2~a! shows a case
with flat temperature profiles (h i5he50) where the KBM
goes unstable precisely at the ideal MHD ballooning limit.
Fig. 2~b!, a finite ion temperature gradient (h i52) drives the
KBM unstable below the ideal ballooning limit due to an io
drift resonance effect.38 This effect may drive significan

FIG. 1. Linear growth rate~positive! and frequency~negative! spectra of the
toroidal ITG mode, forb50, b50.4%, andb50.6%. The gyrofluid~GF!
result is compared with results from theGS2 linear gyrokinetic code~GK!.
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transport below the calculated ideal stability limit, and
accurate description is important for a complete transp
model.

IV. NONLINEAR SIMULATION RESULTS

Nonlinear simulations are carried out in a toroidal flu
tube geometry3 using an updated, massively parallel versi
of the GRYFFIN gyrofluid code. As many prior core transpo
studies have been undertaken in the zerob limit, it is of great
interest to explore the functional dependence of transpor
b. To this end, a series of six simulations is carried out w
fixed profiles (R/Ln53, q52, s51, h i5he53, t51) but
varyingb from zero to 1%, approaching the ideal balloonin
limit ( bc51.1%). A simples–a shifted circle equilibrium is
used in this study, with the Shafranov shift parameter (a)
chosen to be consistent withb, though the code is capable o
general equilibrium geometry. At moderateb, the ITG is the
linearly dominant mode, though its growth rate decrea
steadily withb. The KBM is dominant only in theb51%
case, though it is unstable at lowerb. All simulations em-
ploy a 128396 Fourier space grid in the radial and poloid
directions and 32 real space grid points along the field. A

FIG. 2. Growth rate vsb for the KBM, with ~a! h i50, ~b! h i52. The
gyrofluid model is compared to linear kinetic theory. The ideal MHD res
is shown for comparison and to emphasize the kinetic destabilization o
KBM below the idealbc at finite h i .
license or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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proximately 105 time steps of 56231022 Ln /vA have been
evolved in each finiteb case. Heat transport is found to b
dominated byE3B fluctuations in all cases, with the mag
netic flutter term smaller by at least an order of magnitud

The variation of the time averaged steady-state ion h
conductivity (x i) with b, from simulations without electron
Landau damping or collisions, is shown in Fig. 3~a!. Two
simple mixing length estimates, with constants fit to theb
50 simulation results, are also shown. Here the nonlin
behavior of the system can be qualitatively understood
terms of linear physics. Forb/bc&1/2, the conductivity de-
creases withb due to the finiteb stabilization of the ITG
mode. Asb approachesbc , the KBM is becoming unstable
and appears to be driving an increase inx i ~despite the fact
that the ITG mode still has the higher growth rate!.

The addition of electron Landau damping~using the
electron/deuterium mass ratio! breaks the isothermal electro
constraint, and changes the nonlinear behavior of the sys
dramatically. @A small amount of collisions, (n̂ei55
31025), was also included in these runs but has little
fect.# The linear growth rate spectrum, and hence sim
mixing length estimates ofx i , change only modestly. Fo
b/bc&0.5%, the simulationx i is similar to that in the dis-
sipationless case. However, the introduction of electron
sipation through Landau damping increases the steady
x i by a factor of five atb50.8% and by a factor of 8 atb
51.0%, as illustrated in Fig. 3~b!. In finite-b simulations
with electron Landau damping, significant particle and el
tron heat transport are also measured. The diffusivity
electron heat conductivity scale similarly tox i but are re-
duced in magnitude by a factor of 3–4 in this case.

Figure 3 allows a comparison between earlier elec
static predictions of transport~the b50 point on the plot!,
and the electromagnetic prediction~using the physicalb
value!. Normalization factors are unchanged in this compa
son, hence the impact of finiteb is to decrease predicted he
transport at small values ofb/bc , and to increase it asb/bc

approaches unity. It is important to note that the ratiob/bc

~roughly proportional to the MHDa factor!, rather thanb
itself, should be used to gauge the importance of these fi
b effects. In tokamaks, finiteb effects tend to be large

FIG. 3. Ion heat conductivity (x i) predicted by nonlinear gyrofluid simula
tions vsb, ~a! without and~b! with electron dissipation. Note the differen
y-axis scales in the two plots. Simple mixing length estimates fitted to
b50 result are shown for comparison.
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toward the edge, where sharp gradients and largeq values
push the plasma close to the local ideal ballooning limit (bc)
despite the small absolute value ofb. In the inner core re-
gion, pressure profiles tend to be flatter andq smaller, lead-
ing to relatively small values ofb/bc , despite the relatively
largeb values in the core.

The increase inx i as the ideal ballooning limit (bc) is
approached corresponds to a qualitative change in the tu
lent dynamics, illustrated by Fig. 4. The eddy turnover tim
for the b51% case is roughly a factor of 4 shorter than f
the lowb/bc50% – 0.4% cases, a change comparable to
linear difference in frequency between between the ITG a
KBM at these parameters. Short-lived, radially extend
streamers appear in theb51% case, similar to those ob
served in collisional simulations.24

The transition from predominantly electrostatic ion-dr
wave turbulence to Alfve´nic turbulence can be quantified b
the ratio of the mean square parallel electric field (Ei
52“ if2]Ai /]t) to its electrostatic constituent,“ if,
shown in Fig. 5. In the usual~electrostatic! model of ion drift
wave turbulence, this ratio is taken to be one, and magn
fluctuations are neglected. In contrast, in ‘‘ideal’’ Alfve´nic
turbulence, magnetic induction exactly balances“ if and the
ratio is zero. Figure 5 demonstrates that the electrostatic
proximation can break down at modest values ofb/bc

;1/2, and that the turbulence becomes predomina
Alfvénic as the ideal ballooning limit is approached. Th
transition is hindered somewhat by the presence of elec
dissipation, which allows force balance to be achieved
largeEi , even when“ ine is small.

Steady state density and temperature fluctuation spe
have been extracted from the simulations and show a num
of similarities to fluctuation measurements.39,40 The radial
spectra peak at zero, while the poloidal spectra peak at
loidal wave numberku50.2060.05rs

21 , nearly indepen-
dent of b. The width of the peaks decreases significan
with b, with the full width at half maximum dropping

e

FIG. 4. Contour plots of the electrostatic potential on the outer midplane
time and radius, at four values of the plasmab ~0%, 0.4%, 0.8%, 1%!. A
qualitative change in turbulence timescales occurs asb approaches the idea
ballooning limit (bc51.1%).
license or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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roughly a factor of 3 asb increases from 0% to 1%. Th
simulations produce ion temperature spectra nearly iden
in shape to the density fluctuation spectra, with a ratio of
relative temperature fluctuations to the relative density fl
tuations of 260.5, largely independent of parameters, sim
lar to the measured behavior of carbon fluctuations.40 Further
investigation using the detailed geometry and parame
from the experiment is needed to confirm this agreemen

An important limitation of electrostatic simulations ha
been their inability to predict the dramatic increase in h
conductivity often seen in the outer;30% of tokamak plas-
mas. The increase inx i at highera52Rq2b8;b/bc seen
in electromagnetic simulations is a candidate to explain
observed behavior, because whileb itself decreases in the
outer regions of tokamak plasmas,a often increases due t
sharp gradients and increasingq. A preliminary study using
parameters from a Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor41 low con-
finement mode shot has indeed found that electromagn
simulations predict much larger fluxes than electrosta
simulations of the outer region, bringing the simulation
sults into better agreement with measured fluxes.28 Note
however that effects such as certain nonlinear instab
mechanisms~Refs. 25 and 24 and references therein! and
electron gyroradius scale instabilities~e.g., ETG! may also
be important in the outer edge region.

V. DISCUSSION

In summary, a model has been developed for the e
cient simulation of long mean-free-path plasma turbule
including magnetic fluctuations and nonadiabatic pass
electron dynamics. The model has been implemented in n
linear three-dimensional toroidal flux-tube simulation
which exhibit fluctuation spectra with several characteris
in common with measurements. A transition from nea
electrostatic ion-drift turbulence to Alfve´nic turbulence is
observed to occur asb is increased above a threshold val
of roughly half the ideal ballooning limit (bc). The scaling

FIG. 5. The mean squared parallel electric field divided by its electros
component illustrates the transition from electrostatic to Alfve´nic turbulence
asb is increased.
Downloaded 09 Apr 2008 to 198.35.0.182. Redistribution subject to AIP 
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of heat transport withb/bc has been explored, and ion he
conductivity is found to decrease withb far from the ideal
ballooning limit, but to increase withb as the ballooning
limit is approached. In the presence of electron Land
damping, this increase in heat transport with beta can
dramatic and can occur significantly below the ideal balloo
ing threshold, perhaps helping to explain the high heat c
ductivity measured in the outer region of many tokamak
periments. Interesting future work could include compari
these nonlinear results with recently developed fully kine
electromagnetic codes, and more detailed comparisons
experiments.
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